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1. The Need to Improve

The self-assessment is an integral part of person's vital activity. All people make self-
assessment from a certain criterion standpoint: appearance, state of health, feasibility to
conduct particular work, etc. As far as managing procedure, the activity self-assessment is a
relevant factor to enhance efficiency of the work performance. The assessment of the
administration activity and the activity performed by the enterprise under his managing is a
part of the managing procedure the realization of which needs to have definite idea of the
sequence, methodology and implementation criterion. The self-assessment provides for
detecting and solving NPP problems and creates the necessary prerequisites for finding,
analyzing and following problems and defining trends. However, detection of problems
contributing to decreasing of operating safety and reliability is of first priority. That is why
safety/reliability-related activity is the first priority in the self-assessment.

The administration self-assessment in Russian NPPs is performed as routine daily meetings,
detours, control of partial progress and personnel training. Moreover, Annual Safety Reports
are issued; current safety level, experience, safety culture are analyzed, and internal quality
audits are performed. However, recently the worldwide self-assessment experience providing
for more effective process from safety enhancing has been pooled. To make self-assessment
at all managing levels: from the top structural unit to the executives, is of great importance. A
wide-implemented "safety culture", the assessment of which is of great importance now as
well, is one of vital aspects in enhancing the self-assessment efficiency. Thereby, there is the
possibility to improve the self-assessment at the Russian NPPs.

Considerable personnel are involved in the self-assessment and therefore the development of
the self-assessment program (guidelines) describing "who" makes "what" and in which
sequence as well as which indices are used in the course of the procedure, is especially
important. This has the effect of detecting the available safety shortage and elaborating the
corrective actions. The self-assessment and corrective actions programs are the tools for
detecting and further realizing of required modifications to enhance NPP managing efficiency
and to decrease the probability of likely events.

For an early detection of problems the self-assessment of both the administration and
executives is of particular importance. Thereupon the self-assessment culture takes on great
significance, when the personnel are motivated for the independent and permanent self-
assessment of their activity. Thereby, the self-assessment in the Russian NPPs should be
improved by the following two ways: development of detailed instructions to conduct the
self-assessment and arrangement of conditions to develop the self-assessment culture.

2. Activity in Support of Self-Assessment in NPI's

Different International Self-Assessment Programs (e.g. IAEA OSART, ASSET and ASCOT
Programs) have been developed to support the self-assessment in NPPs. The experience
gained in realizing of the programs together with the experience in conducting quality audits
(together with VNILAES experts) available in "Rosenergoatom" provides for the development
of an individual efficient self-assessment methodology for all activities performed in NPPs.
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At that it should be taken into consideration that the self-assessment methodology depends,
first of all, on the qualification of the personnel using the methodology. So the top
administration self-assessment may be expressed in auditing both internal and external
(between partners). Managers of operating level (heads of divisions and their deputies) may
make self-assessment by means of internal audits and analyze personnel's proposals. The
operating level (operators, engineers, workers) should have the tool, first of all, for the direct
self-assessment like STAR (Stop, Think, Act and Review).

Thus, the top administration self-assessment takes a kind of "strategy". The "strategy" should
result in improving the design characteristics and decreasing NPP event recurrence. During
the self-assessment of managers of the operating level they realize tactical schemes, namely:
decreasing a number of non-conformances detected during the external audits, work off
maintenance backlog, etc. As a result of the self-assessment the personnel directly involved in
the implementation of the work should develop proposals on improving the organization and
implementation of work. In this case a share of personnel participated in the self-assessment,
a quantity of proposals on the improvement and, that is not less important, the results of the
response to the personnel's proposals may be the indices for the self-assessment efficiency.

The self-assessment, being the tool for the effective administration provides for the NPP
administration confidence in supporting safety operation of the plant. The methodology and
controlled parameters should be developed to have more effective tool for understanding
current safety operation conditions and for detecting the ways of its improvement.

3. Perfection of the Self-Assessment

Since 2000 the self-assessment improvement of the NPP operation safety has become the first
priority activity in "Rosenergoatom". On February 2001 "Actions for Perfection of the Self-
Assessment System for "Rosenergoatom's" NPP Safety Operation" were developed and
signed by the President of "Rosenergoatom". The Actions were targeted at the analysis of
documentation and experience gained from the application of the self-assessment in Russian
and Western NPPs in order to obtain the best experience and to develop the effective-
operating self-assessment system for NPPs in Russia. In the result "Rosenergoatom"'..s Self-
Assessment Standards should be developed and NPP personnel should be trained.

At the initial stage of the Actions realization in March 2001 "Rosenergoatom"
organized and held, jointly with WAINO-MC and VNILAES, a coordination meeting on NPP
safety self-assessment. 26 experts from different organizations involved in the operation and
supporting of Russian NIPPs, took part in the above meeting. Representatives of the seven
nuclear stations, RC GAN RF(Research Center NRC RF) , ORC "Prognoz" (Research Center
"Prognoz", RRC KI (Russia Research Center "Kurchatov institute") and even MEI (Moscow
Energy institute) have participated in the meeting. Papers describing various self-assessment
approaches were represented by the participants from "Rosenergoatom", VNILAES, WANO-
MC, RRC KI and ORC "Prognoz". In the course of discussions there was made a decision to
form a Working Team that includes the representatives from NPPs, XVNIAES and some
supporting organizations. The Working Team's mission is to acquire and process information
of best self-assessment experience, activity optimization and also to develop the self-
assessment methodology and indices for each activity.

In compliance with the Actions the two integrated quality system documents in the
form of NPP safety self-assessment standards, with titles NPP Self-Assessment
Methodology in Respect of NPP Operating Safety" and NPP Self-Assessment Criterion in
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Respect of NPP Safety", should be elaborated for a year. The IAEA documents (AEA-
TECDOC-l1125 "NPP Operating Safety Self-Assessment", AEA-TECDOC-l1141 "Safety
Indicators in Nuclear Stations Operation" and IAEA-TECDOC-632 "ASSET Guidelines"),
INPO ("The Way for Assessing Experience Use" and "Principles of the Effective Self-
Assessment Programs and Corrective Actions"), and risk assessment by the probabilistic
safety analysis Technique. But it should be noted that the self-assessment differs from the
independent assessment performed by a third-party organization, and has much in common
with the internal audits conducted in NI`Ps. Consequently, the internal audit methodology
may be a basis for the development of the self-assessment methodology.

In addition, the lines of NPP activity should be chosen that are related to the utmost to the
operating safety, and the self-assessment of which is the task of the first priority. Own self-
assessment matrix and criterion for its realization (self-assessment indices) should be
developed for the activity specified. Having regard to the fact that the self-assessment
methodology is a document of a common nature and is used to assess different NPP activities,
the Annex describing examples of the assessment of some activity is required. In the final
analysis, all NPP activities should be provided by their own self-assessment directions
representing the sequence of the self-assessment procedure and persons responsible for this
stage.

Personnel's training is a subject of importance as well as the development of the documents.
The personnel involved in the self-assessment should know well enough the self-assessment
methodology and indices in proper lines of activity. To this end the NPP personnel training
within the "Rosenergoatom' s" activity of "The Quality Training Centers is envisaged by the
Actions. The Quality Training Center is a relatively recently established division in
VNILAES, equipped with the required computers and office equipment. Nuclear experts with
the experience of NPP operation and elaboration of quality assurance documentation are
involved in the Center's activity. All experts have taken a course of quality audits training and
implementation that was organized by the English Party.

4. Conclusion

The operating organization has scheduled for the forthcoming year to elaborate the NPP
safety self-assessment standards and to settle precise criterion for its performance. Toward
this end it was decided to form a Working Team including of NPP and VNHAES
representatives to elaborate major tasks on the self-assessment improvement, development
and implementation of new documentation and training the personnel in new methodology.
Actions developed by "Rosenergoatom", one of its items is the participation of
"Rosenergoatom" and VNIIAES representatives in the workshop, contains the sequence of
Russian NPP safety self-assessment improvement at the first stage.
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